
It is hard to believe that we are preparing the final newsletter of the year. As the year winds to a close, we will all take
time out to reflect on the events that have occurred in 2023. 

A very different year this year – but one that had its highs and challenges. 

You may have noticed that we have only published one newsletter each term this year –as our social media presence
grows rapidly and posts go up daily, much of what would be in the newsletter goes up in real time. Thank you to Kylie
Lowe for the work that she has done here in promoting the school.

Chief amongst our highs were the results of our Public School Review, which helped us to consolidate the work being
done at CBSHS and celebrate the commitment of the staff and students. Our recommendations were the
recommendations of the review panel and that validated our thinking. Year 12 Valedictory was once again a highlight.
To see this fabulous group of students, celebrate the end of their formal schooling was an honour. Country Week –
organized by Emma Forrester, was a celebration for the school. Thanks to Emma’s clear planning, all CBSHS students
represented the school with pride.

Challenge wise – this staffing season is very difficult for all schools. In week 2 of this term, we were fully staffed with no
vacancies pending, but late selection processes at some schools have caused delays at others – including CBSHS. This is
a challenge across Australia and some of the schools that have been hardest hit are some that have the least capacity
to fill vacancies. Luckily for us Helen Lydon has created a flexible timetable that has given us several ways to move if
needed.

As we move towards December 15, it is evident that we may have some more staff changes as people relocate over the
break.
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Staffing
This year we will say farewell to:

Waneen Bennett             
Julie Rutland                    
Connor Doyle                  
Nicola Wise                     
Les Hansen                      
Deb Kempton                    
Guy Skillen                      
Lloyd Storey                     
Chloe Facchini                 
Alison McCarthy               
Jo Bentley                          
Jess Harvey                        
Talia Cook                          
Marsya Billauri                  

I welcome the following expected staff:
Codie Doran                    
Ben Rollett                        
Liam Chinnery                  
Jordon Logie                     
Tobias Gibaud                 
Tim Collier                        
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Year 12 
As we wait for Year 12 results to be published, I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate all Year 12
students who have attained their best results and given of their best in their final year of schooling.

It is timely at this point to discuss ‘League Tables’ which appear annually in the West Australian in January.
While academic achievement is celebrated, it is a one-dimensional view of a student’s total school experience.
The tables are superficial and do not portray accurately the levels of improvement and commitment at an
individual student level.

While all schools continuously collect data to improve teaching and learning, we as educators believe that
education is also about character, integrity, active citizenship, cultural pursuits and leading a rich and
satisfying personal life. This is what should be celebrated at the end of a student’s years at school.

League Tables are divisive- school against school, and Government against non-Government. Nowhere do
they consider the differences between students who have every opportunity for success against those who
have limited access, resources, and opportunity.

Please read these tables with the above considerations in mind. (Source: WASSEA, CSPA, AHISA)
 
Year 11
The Celebration Assembly for Year 11 was held on Friday 1 December at Sun City Christian Centre. The Year
11 students left after the event – to prepare for the Spring Dance that evening. Thanks to Marnie Bell for
organizing this event. The Year 10 students returned to school as the senior students for the last two weeks of
the year.
We wish our incoming Year 12 students all the best for their holiday break, as they prepare to complete their
final year of formal schooling.

Year 10
The Year 10 students nominally became Year 11 students after the Year 11 Celebration assembly. This will
enable them to experience some Year 11 coursework – especially important for those students undertaking
ATAR studies, to attempt to minimise course changes at the start of 2023.  We expect course changes as the
students line up expectations with experience.
 
Celebration Assembly Years 7-10
In the absence of a suitable venue at school, these events were held at the Sun City Christian Centre.

The Years 7/8 and 9/10 events will be held on Friday 8 December. All parents/carers were welcome and the
feedback for these events was very positive. Thanks to Chaplain Jared who makes the most memorable RAR.

Year 7 in 2024 Transition program
This program was held from Monday 20 until Wednesday 22 November with all Year 6 students intending to
enrol at CBSHS for Year 7 in 2024 invited to attend. My thanks in the first instance go to Waneen Bennett,
Craig Tapper and the Student Services Team for organising a very well-run event which culminated in a huge
RAR ticket draw on Wednesday during Block 5. So many other staff also contributed to the success of this
program by volunteering to take on extra duties or taking classes as requested.

We have sought some very specific feedback from students, parents/carers, and the partner schools around
their experience of this program. What is very pleasing is the large number of academically able students who
have enrolled, either as part of the Champions Innovation Academy, or as prospective members of this group. 

A huge shout out goes to the Champion Bay P&C for the disco that was held on Tuesday evening for Years 6-
8. This is a new event and was a winner!

Board update
I would formally like to thank the Board of Champion Bay Senior High school for their support and
encouragement this year as we continue our journey as a Years 7-12 school. The Board is comprised of
parent, community, staff, and student members. Our Board this year also included two Year 12 student
representatives and their contributions and perspective were very much appreciated. My thanks to Claudia
Dahlberg and Chelsea Routledge for their willingness to be involved.

P&C update
Our thanks go to the CBSHS P&C for continuing to support the school. They very kindly provided the resources
for the awards at the Valedictory and the Celebration assemblies.
The textbook Sale will go ahead again this year- an event we hope we can grow in years to come.
The support of this fantastic group of people allows us to provide appropriate rewards for outstanding
performance and raise the profile of the school in the community.

I would like to thank all families at CBSHS for your continued support as your child completes their
educational journey with us. Season’s Greetings and a safe holiday to all.

Go well!



Mr Neil Wyatt
ASSOCIATE PRINCIPAL

Mrs Waneen Bennett
ASSOCIATE PRINCIPAL

Student of the Week
It is with a heavy heart that I sit quietly in my office, overlooking the lush Green and
listening to the end of year hustle and bustle in the office area, as I write my last newsletter
article as Associate Principal at Champion Bay Senior High School. 

As I fondly reflect on the fifteen years, I am flooded with so many wonderful memories that
I will cherish forever. Having arrived on Aussie soil in 2009, I eagerly embraced my Physical
Education teaching position at John Willcock College. In 2012, and without hesitation, I
accepted a middle management leadership position as Moresby Sub School Leader and in
2015 I stepped into my Associate Principal role. It has been an absolute privilege and a
blessing being part of this positive, safe, inclusive and welcoming school community. Along
my adventurous journey here, I have taught (and learnt from) so many delightful students
and I have had the honour of working alongside many passionate, dedicated and creative
educators. My life certainly has been enriched, for which I am grateful. 

The time has now come to close this chapter of my career and open the next new one as I
take up a Deputy position at the Geraldton Christian College. I pray that Champion Bay
Senior High School will be blessed and continues to grow and flourish as it empowers
students to become independent learners, critical thinkers and problem solvers, in order for
them to achieve their academic, social and emotional potential.
Blessings,

Wow what a year 2024 has been. It is always an amazing time to reflect and celebrate all
the successes of our students as they aspire to be the best they can be, show respect to
themselves and others and are resilient when facing challenges. The Good Standing
Rewards days and Springers helps to celebrate and acknowledge the hard work of our
students as the year comes to a close.

This term has seen the School Production, End of Year Celebration assembly, Graduation,
Clontarf and SHINE presentation nights not only reinforces the efforts of individual
performances and award recipients but also of all the students involved in Champion Bay
Senior High School and support programs. 

Some of our students will continue their own pathway into 2024 which may include
employment, apprenticeships, TAFE or a combination. We wish them all the best and look
forward to hearing of their successes.

Finally I would like to thank all our staff and students for their efforts throughout 2023,
especially Mr Doyle as Year coordinator of Year 10’s and Miss Bell as Year Coordinator for
Year 11’s, and wish everyone a safe and enjoyable break.

YEAR 7/8/9YEAR 7/8/9  
ASSOCIATE PRINCIPAL'S ADDRESSASSOCIATE PRINCIPAL'S ADDRESS

YEAR 10/11YEAR 10/11  
ASSOCIATE PRINCIPAL'S ADDRESSASSOCIATE PRINCIPAL'S ADDRESS



Ms Tammy Solomon
HoLA - Science

A Knight’s Tale

Ms Colleen Byrne
HoLA - HASS

This term has been a busy one for the HaSS department – exam tutoring and prep for
the year elevens and tens. While the Year twelves took advantage of their study time to
catch up with their teachers to do some last-minute cramming before their final exams.
We hope they did well and look forward to the publication of their results.  

As the school year quickly draws to an end, the year seven to tens have been involved in
a range of activities that either consolidated learning or provided them with a taste of
next year’s content. 
The year sevens used their entrepreneurial skills create a market stall, consolidating all
they had learnt from their Economics and Business unit. It was then onto learning some
mapping skills to prepare them for their year eight Geography unit. 
The years eights had a mixed bag with some creating podcasts on their Civics and
Citizenship unit or tried their hand at spaghetti tower building to see who could build a
tower/structure strong enough to withstand an earthquake. Students came up with
some very imaginative designs and some learnt the bigger isn’t always better.
Congratulations to the team that won. The students were then back to studying History
in preparation for their year nine History unit. 
The year Nines spent the last few weeks learning about the conditions in Germany that
led to the outbreak of World War II. As the year ten History course focus on the war in
the Pacific, particularly where Australian soldiers fought, the year Nines could focus on
Europe. 

The year tens eagerly began their transition to senior school students with a taste of the
course they have chosen to focus on for the next two years. Hopefully they are able to
study what they like and have chosen wisely. 

Enjoy the summer holidays and look forward to seeing you next year.  

HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCESHUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

The CAW Year 10 class were experimenting with changing independent variables and
measuring the distance travelled by the balloon. Some variables included: length of
straw, addition of fins, amount of air in balloon, shape of balloon. 

During Term Four, all Science classes have been refining their Science Inquiry skills. Year
7/8s have been practising constructing tables and suitable graphs to display data, while
Year 9/10s are identifying variables, writing hypotheses and identifying ways to increase
validity and reliability when conducting Inquiry tasks.

SCIENCESCIENCE



Mrs Olga Cotterell
TEACHER LIBRARIAN

Ms Julie Rutland
2023 HoLA - Maths

Mr Nick Mozley
2024 HoLA - Maths

Homework Club
November 29 was the last homework club
for the year. Well done to all the students
who attended in 2023. Homework club will
recommence term one, week 3 next year. It
is free to all students at CBSHS.

LIBRARYLIBRARY

Year 6 Transition
Feedback from a library survey revealed
all the students who had a library
session, enjoyed what the library had to
offer and are looking forward to using
the CBSHS library next year.

Thank you toeveryone whovisited the libraryduring the yearand made it a funand happy place.
Wishing everyonea safe holiday.

This semester has seen a number of changes in the Mathematics Department under the
leadership of Mrs Rutland, Acting Head of Mathematics. The whole department has worked
hard to improve the appearance of the senior school learning environment, aiming to create
not just a space for learning, but a welcoming environment that fosters a genuine love for
Mathematics.

Throughout Semester Two, the maths team have focused on increasing engagement and
building problem-solving skills. Teachers have introduced innovative approaches to make
maths both enjoyable and stimulating. Students have delved into the fascinating realm of
KenKen puzzles, engaged in lively games of "Splat" with fly swats, and tackled lock box
challenges that require deciphering clues to unlock prizes. 

Classes, right through from ATAR Applications to the Year 6 transition students, have tried
to solve the Bridge Riddle, saving the escapees who are fleeing from mutant zombies. It has
been wonderful to see so many students engaged in different activities, and importantly,
students who typically find maths difficult, thinking outside of the box and solving riddles
before others.

To deepen understanding and promote retention, the department has implemented
interleaving topics through daily starters and retrieval practice. The current programs are
being rewritten for 2024 with a focus on building interleaving into the different topics, and
explicitly teaching problem solving. We want to build student resilience and ensure that
students not only grasp mathematical concepts, but retain them for the long term.

November saw three enthusiastic members of the maths department attend the annual
conference hosted by the Mathematical Association of Western Australia (MAWA). They
had the chance to collaborate with teachers from all over WA and returned with a wealth of
valuable insights and some different strategies around teaching maths. This, coupled with
the appointment of Mr Nick Mozley as the new Head of Mathematics, will set the stage for
an exciting 2024. 

From all of us in the Mathematics Department, we would like to wish our students and their
families a wonderful festive break, and we look forward to seeing you all in the New Year.

MATHSMATHS



Graduation
Congratulations to our graduating Year 12 students this year. Quinton Kitching received
the Future Pathways Excellence Award for 2023 for his outstanding attendance,
completion of Certificate II level training, work experience, Country Week representation
and his ongoing leadership skills in the program. Quinton also received the P&C Award at
Graduation for his outstanding efforts. 

Quinton is being considered for employment with Rio Tinto and two other students have
been successful in traineeships with Solid Futures and will be completing a Certificate III
Government whilst working in 2024. We are very proud of their commitment and efforts
and look forward to hearing about their future pathways.

Recreational Pursuits
During the month of October, Future Pathway students signed up and participated in the
One Foot Forward challenge, organised by the Black Dog Institute, to raise money for
Mental Health and Suicide Prevention. They walked a set amount of kilometres along the
Midwest coast and raised $750. This amount can develop research programs to teach
over 1000 children healthier ways of thinking. Thankyou to all of those who donated to
this cause, which is important to many of our young people.

Future Pathway students also completed a sports program in Squash, utilising the
Geraldton Squash court facilities with respect. Thankyou to our community organisations
for partnering with us.

Young Change Agents
Young Change Agents presented a Design Thinking workshop to FPP and CAW students
this semester. The day was filled with collaborative learning, brainstorming,
communication and creative ideation. One of the teams final ideas was chosen by YCA to
be submitted into the National Teen Business Idea Awards. Good luck on the entry!

Coaching Young People For Success Endorsed Program
Future Pathways student complete a Career and Life Coaching Endorsed program which
involves a project design and completion. This year we developed a project around
culture, art and business. Student completed serving board artworks that could later be
developed into a business idea. These works were displayed in the front office and
generated a large amount of interest. 

Thankyou to all our wonderful young people, families, staff and community for the
ongoing support this year. We look forward to supporting young people in 2024

towards their educational, career and life goals!

FUTURE PATHWAYS PROGRAMFUTURE PATHWAYS PROGRAM



This is Mr Chris Yates
HoLA - ENGLISH

Thank you to all the English teachers who have worked tirelessly over the year, and
especially the efforts put into Term Four in finalising tasks, marks, and grades. 

Thank you also to the Education Assistants and AIEO’S who endeavour to assist students
in attaining their best outcomes.

Finally, of course, thank you to the students for your input and diligence.

Year 8 English have been studying and creating still image advertising. They have
focussed upon attracting a target audience to a product that they have created, including
a product name, slogan, and a “hidden promise” that the customer will receive more than
just the product, e.g. to become more attractive, confident, affluent, or free from the
everyday burdens of life!

Below are some examples of Year 8 created advertisements. I hope you enjoy them as
much as I did.

ENGLISHENGLISH



The Champion Bay Academy Awards night proved once again to be the night of nights
during Term 4.

With over two hundred people in attendance we celebrated and congratulated our
award winners and Graduates of 2023.

Representatives from our Partners and Local Stakeholders were in full force as we
acknowledged our award winners from both Academies.

These lads have encompassed the Clontarf Foundations Mission Statement which is:

The Clontarf Foundation exists to improve the education, discipline, self-esteem, life
skills and employment prospects of young Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander men

and by doing so, equips them to participate more meaningfully in society.

The Champion Bay Academy staff would like to thank everyone for their support
throughout the year and we wish everyone a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

Stay safe and see you all in 2024.

Mrs Anne Williams
IMMS Teacher

Sydney 2024
Fund-raising efforts are in full swing for the CBSHS Concert Band students who will be
attending the Sydney 2024 Tour in July next year. 34 CBSHS IMSS students and 21
GSHS students will be heading over east next year to play at the Sydney Opera House
as part of the International Music Festival. 

So far, the families have assisted in many fundraising ventures including- Containers for
Change Scheme, 2 Cadbury 10kg chocolate block raffles, 2 Bunnings Sausage sizzles, a
Queens IGA cake stall and a Pub Sing. We have raised over $10,000 so far and will
continue to fundraise until April next year. 

If you would like to help out in any way, the band is kindly accepting donations or please
feel free to take part in our Containers for Change scheme, donating a bag of cans with
code C11116622 attached. 

Photo- band members Tom, Garrett, Eli and Rory playing for lucky customers at Queens
IGA.

MUSICMUSIC

CLONTARFCLONTARF



Mrs Nat Worthington
Literacy and Learning Support

Coordinator

Year 6 Transition
In Week 2, we hosted our third transition day for Year 6 students with special educational
needs, enrolling at CBSHS in 2024.

They enjoyed an exciting library lesson with Mrs Cotterell and cool Science experiments with
Mrs Dawson. Thank you also to the Learning Support Team for the QR code scavenger
hunt, which involved finding certain areas around the school.

All enrolling Year 6 students attended the 3-day transition in Week 7 and the students who
attended the supplementary transitions, were confident and comfortable on campus
because they already had opportunities to meet staff, students and explore the school
environment.

Passports 2 Employment (P2E)
A selected group of Year 11 students participated in P2E during terms 3 and 4. This CGG
program was a 9-week program each Wednesday, visiting various organisations and
businesses to build their employability skills.

Some of the places visited included:

QPT, Batavia Maritime Institute, Port, Ranger Services, PCYC, TAFE, and MPC at Stowe
Gardens.

LITERACY & LEARNING SUPPORTLITERACY & LEARNING SUPPORT



Ms Sue Macdonald
HoLA - D&T

And that’s a “Wrap” for another year. Wishing you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year! See you all in 2024.

TECHNOLOGIESTECHNOLOGIES

The Champion Bay Senior High School P&C would like to thank everyone for their support
this year. This year the P&C have had numerous Sausage Sizzles at Bunnings, AFL
Tipping and a Transition Disco for the incoming year 6 students and the present year 7s
and 8s.

Thankyou to the Staff and parents for volunteering your time at our events. 

The money raised at these fundraisers go towards helping reduce cost for the Year 12 Ball
and Country Week activities, resource packs for students, awards for celebration
assemblies and valedictory, also this year making a donation to help with the Strings
Program. 

Our fundraising efforts can not be run without the support from local businesses , Aussie
Pastries, Batavia Coast Butchery, Bunnings Geraldton, Rigters IGA, Coles and
Woolworths Seacrest.

If you would like to join the P&C, the next AGM is on 13 February 2024, 5.30pm in the
CBSHS Staffroom. We look forward to meeting you!

We are all about fundraising for the students!

P&C UPDATEP&C UPDATE

Leonie Barron
Secretary

CBSHS P&C



What a crazy year 2023 was for team HPE. The team has shown fantastic resilience
throughout the year with plenty of obstacles to overcome, including staff changes, office re-
works and the elements. The students too have proven their resilience, always attempting the
tasks given to them and having a go.

2023 saw many different contexts of physical activity completed by students, including
assessments for each. This included Divided Court (Tennis/Badminton), Invasion/Evasion
(AFL/soccer), Striking and Fielding (T-Ball/Cricket), Fitness testing and Athletics. The students
aspired to do their best in majority of lessons, also working together with different year
groups to really test out their learnt skills.

Senior school classes excelled. They demonstrated fantastic skills in their 2 sports for the
year, Volleyball and Floorball. The proved they could self-manage and organise themselves,
run lessons/tournaments on their own, and be able to reflect on how lessons went. They
enjoyed the theoretical side of PE Studies, learning about the body and how it works in
relation to physical activity. They ask hundreds of questions, and their results proved they
were engaged in this topic.

Unfortunately, with construction still happening with the Geraldton Aquarena, there was only
an Athletics carnival for 2023. This didn’t slow the students down, with most students
participating throughout the day. Events were drawn out due to the numbers of participants,
leaving us less than 10 minutes to complete presentations at the end of the Day. Well done to
all the champions and to Drummond (Blue) house for winning the day.

On behalf of the HPE team, I would like to thank the CBSHS community for their ongoing
support. Appreciate the communication with us regarding students in HPE. We would like to
wish you a Merry Christmas and a safe and relaxing holiday. We look forward to seeing you
in 2024.

Mr Ronan Croft
HoLA - HPE

HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATIONHEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION

What a whirlwind Year 10 Outdoor Education Camp was! On 28 November, 18 students set
off for 18 hours of adventure in the outdoors. We managed to fit in as many activities as we
could, all whilst covering over 400kms, and sneaking in a little bit of shut eye at the wonderful
Horrocks Beach Caravan Park.

First we made our way to the spectacular Kalbarri National Park, where we visited both
Natures Window and the Skywalk. If you have yet to visit, they showcase the most
spectacular views of the gorges and are a must. It was then onto Kalbarri foreshore to cook
lunches and have a much needed dip in the river after the heat of the gorges. We bypassed
Jake’s Point, planning to see some surfers in action, but were met with flat water, instead
travelling directly to the Pink Lake. Unfortunately the cloud cover had the Pink Lake sparkling
a wonderous white, not to be disappointed the students enjoyed the scenery all the same. 

Upon arrival at the caravan park areas were quickly designated and tents erected to allow for
the students to cook their dinner. We were very impressed with some dishes, although a few
groups did well to exist on sausages and noodles.  Clean up was quick as most were itching
to get to the next activity – fishing. Catches included blowies, silver bream, whiting, seaweed
and a squid jig. The excitement for all was joyous to see, whether it was their first time fishing
or thousandth. The night finished with an entertaining spotlight challenge, the laughter could
be heard for miles.

Wednesday morning saw everyone up bright and early, while the staff enjoyed their gourmet
bacon and egg wraps, some scoffed pancakes and others continued to survive on sausages
and noodles. The day followed with a snorkel, swim and exploration of the reefs at the south
end of Horrocks Beach; another swim at the pontoon and a cook up. I bet you can’t guess
what some ate? 

The drive home was definitely not as boisterous as the drive up, with all students being highly
engaged, motivated and willing to challenge themselves, it is no wonder they were tired. I
would like to commend all who attended for their ability to step out of their comfort zones,
whether it was attempting an activity for the first time, or helping others to achieve success in
an area they excel in.

A huge thank you to Mr Evans and Miss Hughes for their attendance, without staff, camps are
unable to run. We look forward to next year! 

OUTDOOR EDUCATIONOUTDOOR EDUCATION by Missby Miss    Emma Forrester - TeacherEmma Forrester - Teacher



The Miga Manmanha Barndi group has been busy preparing for the 2024 school year. The
school has purchased new resources that will be used in the classroom and staff have
been attending various professional learning opportunities to upskill themselves in cultural
awareness. The group has some exciting developments coming in 2024 that we can’t wait
to share with you.

MigaMiga Manmanha  Manmanha BarndiBarndi
Making Making SomethingSomething  GoodGood



An incredible and very busy term in the Arts Learning Area...

Thanks, and credit to the teachers – Mr McGillivray, Miss Alcock, Mrs Cooper, Mr O’Sullivan, Mr
Pickett and the IMMS teachers for all their hard work and commitment to helping CBSHS
students express themselves and demonstrate excellent skills and techniques.

The term started with the School Production of Matched! The students were amazing,
learning singing and dancing skills to present a funny representation of the story Emma to
about 200 audience members over 3 nights.

Next on the calendar was the Band Spectacular. The Junior and Senior Concert Bands, Vocal
ensemble and Didge Boys performed at the amazing Queens Park theatre along with other
schools and bands. It was a great night, and our students represent Champion Bay SHS in
the best way possible. 

The school was very well represented in the Genesis Art exhibition at the regional Art Gallery,
both in numbers and in quality. To top off our success, Year 12 student Claudia Dahlberg was
awarded the peoples’ choice prize!

Other events included a “Mini Showcase”- The Geraldton & Regional Schools Performing Arts
Festival @ the QPT was unfortunately cancelled this year, however that did not hold back our
students, who hosted fellow performers from Rangeway PS and Geraldton Christian College
to still show their acts at our school. There was an hour and a half of Dancing, Singing and
Drama performances, followed by a pizza lunch on the Green. It was extremely positive and
fun atmosphere to participate in.

The Combined Schools Band, Vocal Ensemble, Show Choir and Rock Band all completed a
tour of the local Primary schools to show how students can learn and enjoy Music at High
School. Feedback from the Primary School Students were very impressed with both the talent
and behaviour of the students from Champion Bay. To finish of the term, The Music students
again performed, this time for their Parents and family in the Dance studio with their end of
year concert. The Concert and Rock band played as well as some small ensembles, duos, and
solos. There is an amazing array of musical talent at Champion Bay, in vocal / singing and
song writing. Tobi Williams, along with a quartet of singers performed a song She wrote in
respect to the Sydney Memorial.

Onto bigger and better things next year in the Arts! Watch this space!

Mrs Jo Corlett
HoLA - Arts

THE ARTSTHE ARTS



Our Term 4 focus is Belong. The future is unfolding, embrace all the great things coming
your way. Connections to positive people and places bring valuable support to your life
and the lives of those around you. Ensure the choices you make lead you in the right
direction, celebrate finding the treasures and opportunities in the world around you, be
grateful to be living the amazing life you want to live.

Be exactly who you want to be.
Enjoy your family and friends.
Laugh often.
Own your Life.
Never give up.
Go forward and thrive.

Zoe from Population Health WA has been delivering vaping awareness to our year 9s
and 10s.

We had our last 4 visits with the Early Learning Centre day care, which has been a
highlight with may of our students very interested in this pathway.

We had two blocks with the Pia Wadjarri RCS join us and the SHINE girls papered them,
the students loved it. SHINE had the canteen cater for morning tea with the girls.

Certificate 4 students from TAFE have been visiting our girls at school on a weekly basis
this term. These visits have really engaged the girls and during Week 7, our Rosa group
visited them at TAFE where they had some amazing activities set up for our students to
participate in, the girls loved it.

SHINESHINE

CBSHS DSG students Violet and Harmonie, were selected to attend the Deadly Sista
Girlz Year 10 Leadership Summit. Engaging with Deadly Sista Girlz participants from
Perth-Metro locations and our second regional site, Broome, excited excited the girls.

They were also honoured to meet Lynette Narkle from Wagin and Narelle Henry, two
remarkable First Nation's Noongar women. Lynette, who has performed in theatres since
1979, has starred in a number of Australian movies and series, including Mystery Road
and The Sapphires. In addition to being an Embers Connects operator, Narelle was a
basketball player, teacher, and the General Manager of Operations at Girls Academy,
where she oversaw the program in 12 schools within the NT and WA. 

Themes covered were around the empowerment of women, developing their voice to
speak on important matters individually and collectively and leaving school with the
tools to leverage the economic opportunities available. Violet and Harmonie have shown
confidence, maturity and respect throughout their experience. We are proud of their
accomplishments and leadership skills.

DEADLY SISTA GIRLZDEADLY SISTA GIRLZ


